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Mason's Climate Change Expertise - Let's do what we can: Pakistan Climate Change

Mason’s Social Impact Fellows

Gun Violence: Addressing a social issue is not just a Mason thing.

Rebecca Goldin: Understanding the economy and how to change it.

Innovation and Diversity: Getting what’s needed to succeed.

Special Events

MASON SCIENCE COMMUNITY

Join the College of Science team for the Mason NanoTech Thinking Together Series.

Join us on November 3rd at 6 PM to hear from Dr. and Mrs. Washington as they arrive on campus. Wear your Mason green and gold.

Galileo’s Science Café

Join Mason faculty and students to watch and discuss the documentary Coded Bias, which investigates bias in Artificial Intelligence algorithms and facial recognition software.

Cindy Smith

Calvin Mackie

Research & Discovery

Join Mason faculty on Wednesday, October 13, 2021 from 3:00 to 4:00 PM to hear about the latest research from the Mason Science Community.

In the News

Happening at Mason

In October, Mason celebrates Campus Sustainability Month, encouraging involvement in sustainability efforts.
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